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About This Content

This pass grants you early access to Dungeon Defenders’ 16-player Capture the Flag mode. Here you must form an 8-man team
and score the most points by killing opponents and holding the flag for the longest time. The team with the most points will win.

You will be able to play this mode online with your existing characters and provide feedback to Trendy Entertainment while
they flesh out this gameplay mode.

Note: This is a pre-alpha version of the game. Trendy Entertainment encourages you to submit your feedback and balance
suggestions to their forums while playing to help them build out this game mode.
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Another great game from Telltale. Funny humor, good plot, and interesting characters. I'd recommend for fans of the
Borderlands franchise and people who aren't fans aswell.. One of the better productions of Artifex Mundi. Not very hard or
challenging, but it has a descent, interesting story, really nice graphics and quite sympathetic heros.
The game's mechanics are good, heros voices not as unpleasant as in others Artifex Mundi productions.
Puzzles aren't hard, collectibles also were quite easy to spot, but the story compensated this. I spent a few hours in very relaxing
way.. Had a glitch after finishing the first 20 waves that made it so I couldn't progress, though. For $2 I got my money's worth.
Very fun clicker game.. BEST GAME EVAR TOTALY NOT BROKEN!. A lot of fun, and an external mixer is not
compulsory! Perfect for trying out mixing before doing larger investments to REAL MACHINES :-). If you enjoyed the game
and like the art and music, then this is definitively for you!. So I got this on sale for .69 cents. Instant buy! Just kidding, well no,
I actually did buy it for solely those reasons.  The good news is that it works on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers, but the
controls are overly cumbersome and complicated .

Basically, penguins line up and you have to bat them with a bat. If you hit the penguin correctly, you can control it's glide path.
You do so by gaze control, i.e. you have to look where you want the penguin to go. You can also at this time use powerups to
make it go farther, e.g. using a hang glider to go farther. You can collect coins and go through hoops. By doing so you can
upgrade your bats or get powerups. I strongly suggest the first thing you do is to upgrade your bat, those are permanent and
make the game much easier.

You can teleport. You have to teleport. But on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers, it's a pain in the butt to do so. Here's what
you have to do, and no, I'm not kidding. This dev actually chose this button mapping, I think he hates Oculus users. Anyways,
you have to:

1. Press Y or B (this turns on a red pointer to where you can sometimes teleport)
2. Press trigger and click on the joystick simultaneously and hold
3. Make sure the red pointer curves down on the ground otherwise you won't teleport
4. Release
5. Congrats, you have now teleported, and you can curse the dev now

The good news is that even though you'll be upset and frustrated by trying to teleport which you have to do to get the bat and to
hit the penguins... is that you get to unleash your anger and frustration on said penguins. Thus making you an even better player
at this game. Channel this anger towards hitting those penguins as hard as you can. And profit. GG.

Rating 6.9 \/ 11 ... it's only .69 cents now, just think of that before rating. It has ADSR , Delay , Vibrato , draw synth , fine /
pitch bend , Noise and arrpegiator , not really a deep feature but its enough for a chiptune song. sound sample really help as for
DAW , I need to recreate the chiptune sound by playing around envelop , oscillator , noise etc. yes there are plugin for DAW ,
but the plugin itself is more expensive than Rytmik (not counting steam sales) , and DAW starts at 99$.

Rytmik works via clip (like a sequencer in DAW) at maximum length of 16 per clip , use sample and add your note , the note is
limited to 3 octave (from C) , but there are extra octave option (-2 to +2). you can have 4 individual paramater to control per
clip and 1 global fx paramter per clip. clip has 4 channel (different instrument) with minimum tempo of 30 and max of 360 (60
in half or 180 in 2x) and maximum of 7 x 8 number of clip per song. You arrange the clips in a timeline (max. 254) with
maximum of 4 clip track per 1 time.

Rytmik is very limited , like maximum length of 16 (it's hard to make melody) , no custom sound , no midi input and midi
export. no piano roll mode, no extra mixing / effect , and feels very limited compared to song created via DAW

Good news is , they are now developing , rytmik studio (gen3) , which include EQ3 , longer clip (more than 16!) filter
,modulation , 2x ADSR ,LFO modulation, Automation , Simple Midi Input , reverb , master EQ etc. etc.

If you think Rtymik Ultimate feels limited but DAW is too complex to start a simple chiptune song , maybe you should wait for
Rytmik Studio came out.

TL;DR Rytmik Ultimate is a good place to start music creation as beginner / hobbyist and could fulfil commerical level if you
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have enough music capability , but don't expect DAW level effect/feature, think of it as standalone 8-bit plugin on limited
DAW
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I never knew killing Llama's could be so fun. Better drop out of school so that I can become a pro.. I had high hopes for this
game maker. I patiently waited for fixes, updates and eventually an extensive manual. All of which... was never released. Work
on a new version was pretty much kept secret by the developer (at least here on Steam) and explains MONTHS without updates,
patches, fixes or requested features. I feel so ripped off, it's just unbelieveable.

I'm far from being against overhauls of software after a previous version has been rendered fully functionnal. But in this case,
Coppercube 5 seems to only have been released to create income for the developer while he was putting version 6 together
which is now free (the basic version at least which of course has no version 5 equivalent that we've all paid for) and will most
likely end up in the same development cul-de-sac as the previous version.

I hope that NO ONE will support Ambiera anymore.. THI GAME SUCKS♥♥♥♥♥♥♥AND I DONT LIKE GAY INDIE
GAMES SO ♥♥♥♥ OFF ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥S. Super fun, but gets repetitive.. Feels like a uboat sim that forgot half the uboat, ill
buy again if they add more. It's a very short game, does present some challenges to the player, although I feel liek this could just
be a normal flash game on armor games, meh whatever it was decent and I enjoyed it although the story could definietly be
more fleshed out.
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